
Introduction
In today’s digital world, 80% of breaches involve brute force or use of stolen credentials1. This becomes particularly
troublesome with a workforce working from home and connecting remotely to organizations' networks. Strong
authentication promises to help alleviate these vulnerabilities. To achieve a strong authentication process, one
effective approach is to require users to submitmultiple forms of verification to prove their identity, i.e., useMulti-Factor
Authentication (MFA). It is therefore no surprise that the demand for MFA is growing2 steadily in all verticals and that
many organizations are moving from single-factor authentication to MFA.

Among themost popularMFA factors,PushAuthenticationprovidesanout-of-bandauthenticationmechanismwhich
adds a strong layer of security to the login process. Push authentication is fast and easy to use and is not vulnerable
to phishing, brute force or shoulder-surfing attacks. Additionally, unlike SMSOTP, push authentication allows for end-
to-end encryption of the message to help prevent man-in-the-middle (MITM) and interception type attacks.

ForgeRock Access Manager (AM) provides configurable Push Authentication out-of-the-box. When a user tries to
authenticate to an application protected by AM, a push notification message is sent to the Push Authenticator app on
the device they have registeredwith AM. The user needs to approve the login in order to get authenticated. Unlike one-
time-password SMS where the notification is visible on a locked phone screen, there is no code displayed on the user
device and the phone has to be unlocked in order to approve the authentication. The notification is sent in real-time,
so in case of an unauthorized login attempt the user will be notified and will be able to deny the access.

The Challenge
The out-of-the-box AM push authentication solution supports a single push device per user. Therein lies the problem
for some organizations. For instance, a recent client’s requirement was to enable users to register and use multiple
push devices. This allows users to use different devices as their extra factor, in particular when they
ownmultiple mobile devices such as phones, notebooks and tablets that they use in different situations. For example,
a user might use a specific device at home and use a different device at work. Providing the ability for users to use
any of their registered devices to login greatly improves user experience.

1Verizon. (2020). 2020 Data Breach Investigations Report (page 8). https://enterprise.verizon.com/resources/reports/2020-data-breach-
investigationsreport.pdfmkt_tok=eyJpIjoiT0dWbVlqaGxOVFl4TWpVeCIsInQiOiJDUXRcLzM5TStiRCtuUVU5eFJNVVRkeE9aQ0llKzJVN214Z21kako3Q1p1b0
VQQUxLQ1JJVlRDaG1VMVhFQVUyNWErcG9WTTFPdVJDRVRwaEFHOEtcL2h2YUVpbURcL2dJd3p2cDN4a3FRYzRBOGNmMnQydWRRT2lpbVVQUUJY
bmZuViJ9

2Grand View Research. (February, 2018). Global Multi-factor Authentication Market, Industry Report, Retrieved from https://www.grandviewresearch.com/
industry-analysis/multi-factor-authentication-market
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The problem is therefore three-fold:
1. Enhance AM to support multiple push devices per user
2. Provide a way to register more than 1 device per user
3. Provide a way to maintain and manage those devices once registered

To tackle this problem, we customized the AM push authentication solution and added support for multiple devices.
Here’s how we did it…

Our Solution
There are several components involved in the push registration and authentication process in ForgeRock out-of-the-
box, as briefly described below.

Registration process: In order to register a push device in AM, the user needs to authenticate to AM using an
authentication treewhich contains the push registration node (or a chain that has the push registrationmodule). During
the authentication process, the push registration node will display a QR code which the user can scan using their push
authenticator app to register a device.

The device profile gets created and stored to the user account by the registration node using functions called from AM
core, including push device profile manager class. The device registration details will be written to the push device
profile attribute in user-store. If the user later registers a new device, this attribute will be overwritten by the AM core
code.

Authentication process:

•Send push notification:When a user tries to authenticate using push, AMwill obtain the details of the registered
device using user identity. The push sender node will use AM’s push device profile manager class from AM core to get
the device information and create a push notificationmessage specific to the registered device. Then it uses the cloud-
based push notification services (provided by ForgeRock via AWS SNS) to send the notification to the device.
Depending on the registered device, either Apple Push Notification Services (APNS) or Google Cloud Messaging
(GCM) will be used. Themessage will have amessage ID that AM stores in anticipation of a response from the device.

•Verify device’s response: The user will need to open the push authenticator app on the device and confirm the
received push notification. As a result, a response will be sent from the device to AM. The response will be processed
by the push verifier node using the message handler class from AM core. If the response is successfully verified, AM
will grant access.

In order to support multiple push devices, we need to store multiple device profiles in the user account. As mentioned
earlier, the push registration mechanism in AM does not support this and therefore the push registration must be
modified to allow multiple registrations. Then when a push authentication request is received, the push sender node
would need to retrieve all device profiles from the user account, send the notification to each device and keep track
of all sentmessages. The next step is verifying the response. The push verifier nodewould need to verify if the received
response does match the message sent to one of the devices and allow access if validation is successful. Therefore,
we also need to customize the push notification send and verify processes.
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Our approach is to customize the authentication tree nodes/modules without making anymodifications to the AM core
code. Having this in mind, we used a simple but effective idea in order to achieve our goal. We customized the Push
Registration, Push Sender and Push Verifier nodes to support multiple registrations.

Additionally, we added an extramulti-valued attribute to theDatastore user profile on top of the original push attribute.
This new attribute will maintain the list of the user’s registered push devices. This attribute is the intermediary between
our customizations and the core AM functionalities that push nodes use. We customize the registration node so that
when the user registers a new device the new device gets added to this attribute.

We also modified the push sender and verifier nodes, so that when an authentication request is received a push
notification will be sent to each device with the help of our node customizations as well as our custom attribute. Once
the response is received from a device, the push verification will succeed if it is validated successfully against one of
the devices.

In order for push notification to be sent to multiple devices, our customized push sender node iterates over the list of
devices stored in the custom attribute and makes them available to the AM core functionalities by moving them one
after another to the out-of-the-box push profile attribute, so that a notification will be created using the out-of-the-box
AM process and sent to each device and multiple message IDs are stored to be used by the verifier node.

The verifier node iterates through all notification messages stored by the sender node to validate the response.
Authentication will be successful as soon as the response is verified.

Device management in user dashboard:

•Display multiple devices and allow individual device deletion in user profile page: AM allows users to
manage their registered devices through the user profile page. When logged into the console, a user can click on the
Dashboard where they can see their registered push device and use the delete button to remove it from their profile.
Again, this functionalitydoesnot supportmultiplepushdevices. Inaccordancewithour changes toallowmultipledevice
registrations, it was also desired to customize the user dashboard to display all the registered devices and allow for
deleting each individual device.

For this purpose, we customized the AMXUI code so that all registered devices are dynamically displayed to the user.
Also, in order to allow for individual devicedeletion,wemadechanges to thedashboard codeso that theuser candelete
a specific device by clicking on the delete button in front of a given device. In addition, we developed a new custom
node which can delete push devices by device id from our custom push attribute and added it to a tree. Clicking on the
delete button will trigger the authentication process to this tree, similar to what happens if the authentication happens
through the browser. We simulate the authentication process from the front-end (user dashboard) by making
appropriate requests to the authentication endpoint, when the delete button is clicked. As a result, the device will be
removed from the user account.

•Push device registration through user dashboard: This is another interesting customization that we made to
AM. As mentioned earlier, the push registration in AM involves an authentication process. That means the user would
need to authenticate to AM using the registration tree, during which a QR code will be created and presented to the
user by the registration node and the user can register their device by scanning it.
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Our client’s requirement was to allow push device registration through the user profile page, meaning that while the
user is authenticated to AM, they will be able to click on a custom Push Registration button in their dashboard, which
would trigger the registration process and display the QR image so that the user can scan it and register their push
device.

We implemented this functionality by customizing the AMXUI code and simulating the process of authentication to the
registration tree through the XUI. We make requests to the authentication endpoint from the front-end code similar to
the requests sent by a browser during the authentication process. As a result, the device will be registered and stored
in the user account. Since we used an authentication tree, it needed to be protected from abuse by requiring the user
to have a session before registering a device.

Conclusion
Identity andAccessManagement (IAM) is at the core of the security of any digital infrastructure. Organizations are now
positioning their approach to IAM as a competitive advantage, rather than simply a necessity. MFA with the use of
multiplepushdevices isexactly anexampleof oneof theways that anorganizationcan realize thisopportunity.Working
with Nulli, you will find that a robust IAM framework is crucial to the management of digital identities and controlling
access to the resources. Client’s often have unique requirements and a ‘one size fits all’ solution may not work so a
custom solution may be the best option. Our large team of ForgeRock Accredited experts has the experience and
knowledge to ensure that your organization’s identities are secure and that you are able to realize the added value
of an exceptional user experience.

Contact Nulli today to learn more about how we can help ensure the success of your project.
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